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First, you have done a great job for your report and presentation. Very effective use of videos to highlight 

the pertinent issues. It is a nice attempt to use a SWOT analysis. Your team has many insightful ideas, 

including a two-sided platform with parents and gamers, providing a good comparison to ESRB and What 

They Play, among others. Second, I am particularly impressed with the ability to input comments, having 

real-time output to Facebook/Twitter and linking it back to the web app. The TA found the interface a little 

messy, but I believe it is a minor point that can be fixed easily. The guest evaluator liked the way the 

reviews were structured, and the use of Youtube videos and GameSpot reviews. Certainly a promising idea 

that has the potential to be further developed. What was not so clear though was how the Epic Points were 

to be used. Finally, all in all, your performance as a team is good. I have enjoyed having you in class. I 

sincerely wish that this project has inspired you to think creatively and critically about relevant issues, and 

has motivated you to explore how social media can be applied to practical real world challenges. 

 

You are one of the outstanding teams in class. Keep up the brilliant work!  

Your grade for the project: 92/100. Average grade for the class: 82.3/100 
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Executive Summary 
 

With today's technology, video games have become more sophisticated that promises detailed 

graphics and intriguing game play. Unfortunately, children get addicted to excellent graphical 

realism games that are often associated with violent and sexual themes. 

Researchers had noted that the intense, active nature of children's play when interfacing with 

violence and undesirable sexual content further underscores a child’s social behaviour. The 

three most possible detrimental effects on children of such video-gaming include addiction, 

violence and gore, and sexual references. 

While there are various rating systems labelled with every game, parents often lack relevant 

and easily comprehensible information on the suitability of a particular game. 

Team Epictus, made up of six undergraduates from the National University of Singapore 

came up with a 4-pronged approach mobile application that helps parents make video game 

buying decisions at the point of sales.  

The 4-pronged approach:  

1. Cumulative addictive score per game to inform parents of how addictive the game 

might be, 

2. In-game videos that show parents the actual game play in a particular game,  

3. Official reviews and ratings to warn parents before purchasing the game, 

4. Social reviews from gaming communities and gamers who had played the game or has 

been playing the game. 

From our market analysis, we had identified a market need for parents to receive the most 

relevant information about video games by harnessing collected knowledge of social 

communities online. We also see a growing trend of users owning a smartphone that enables 

mobile phone users to enjoy such features of our mobile application. 

The business model that we will employ is "Third-party supported" where we will earn 

revenue by advertising, sponsorship and content licensing. To launch our product, we will 

make use of social-networking site, FaceBook.  

In our strategy to enter the mobile applications market, we had identified two major players 

(What They Play and ESRB) that affect the viability of our application. In doing an analysis 

on our competitors, we had identified a gap that our application can fill in to and came out 

with our product position: “Monitoring conversations about a game and consolidating the 

most relevant and important information a parent will need at the point of sales.”  
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Introduction: Issues with Video-gaming 

Background
1
 
2
 

 

Video games have been available to consumers since the past 30 years
3
. They are a unique 

form of entertainment because they encourage players to become part of the story in the game.  

In addition, video games are natural teachers and children find them highly motivating and 

addictive: they provide its players with repeated practice and they reward skilful players. 

These facts make it likely that video games could have larger effects, both positive and 

negative impacts on players, especially on the young minds of children. In today's 

sophisticated video games, players were required to pay constant attention to the game, 

compared to passively watching a movie. 

 

Issues with video-gaming
4
 
5
 

 

Unfortunately, greater game sophistication and realism found in today's video games is also 

associated with increasingly violent themes. Children can “…battle realistic looking 

characters and witness the resultant blood, gore, and mutilation.” (Vessey & Lee 2000)
6
  

 

The intense, active nature of children's play when interfacing with violence and undesirable 

sexual content further underscores a child’s social behaviour. (Anderson & Dill, 2000)
7
 

 

The top potential adverse effects of video-gaming include:
8
 

1. Addiction 

2. Violence and gore 

3. Sexual references 

 

Sexual reference: "Grand Theft Auto" 

                                                      
1
 Douglas A. Gentile. (Feb 10, 2011). The effects of video games on children: what parents need to know. In 

CBS Interactive Business Network. Retrieved Feb 11, 2011, from 

http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0816/is_6_21/ai_n9772319 
2
 Andrea Norcia. (n.d). The Impact of Video Games on Children. In Palo Alto Medical Foundation. Retrieved 

Feb 11, 2011, from http://www.pamf.org/preteen/parents/videogames.html 
3
 Encyclopaedia of Children's Health. (n.d). Video games . In Encyclopaedia of Children's Health. Retrieved Feb 

11, 2011, from http://www.healthofchildren.com/U-Z/Video-Games.html 
4
 Ibid. 

[1]
 

5
 Ibid. 

[2]
 

6
 Vessey & Lee. (Nov, 2000). Violent Video Games Affecting our Children. In BNET Health Publications. 

Retrieved Mar 1, 2011, from http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0FSZ/is_6_26/ai_n18610997/ 
7
 Anderson & Dill. (2000). Video Games and Aggressive Thoughts, Feelings, and Behavior in the Laboratory 

and in Life. In Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 2000, Vol. 78, No. 4, 772-790. Retrieved 

Mar 1, 2011, from http://www.psychology.iastate.edu/faculty/caa/abstracts/2000-2004/00AD.pdf 
8
 Ibid. 

[3]
 

Violence: “True Crime: New York 

City” 

Blood and gore: “Bulletstorm” 
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Addiction 

Video-game addiction, more broadly known as video game overuse, is an excessive 

or compulsive use of computer and video games that interferes with daily life: isolating  

themselves from social contact and focusing almost entirely on in-game achievements rather 

than broader life events.
9
 

 

There are several adverse effects of video-

game addiction
10

. Ranging from physical 

issues such as myopia and sleep deprivation, 

social disorder
11

 (depression and anger), to 

significant deterioration of academic grades
12

.  

 

 

 

Violence and gore 

Former U.S. President Clinton stated that the "…boundary between fantasy and reality 

violence, which is a clear line for most adults, can become very blurred for vulnerable 

children. Kids steeped in the culture of violence do become desensitized to it and are more 

capable of committing it themselves…" (White House, 1999)
13

.  

 

Gentile & Anderson (2003)
14

 stated that “…playing video games may increase aggressive 

behaviour because violent acts are continually repeated throughout the video game.” 

Repetition has long been considered an effective teaching method in reinforcing learning 

patterns.  

 

Video games also encourage players to role-play their favourite characters by making 

decisions that affects the actions of the character they are mimicking. After a short time 

playing a violent video game, a player can "automatically prime aggressive thoughts" 

(Bushman & Anderson, 2002)
15

.  

 

                                                      
9
 Hauge & Gentile. (n.d). Video Game Addiction Among Adolescents: Associations with Academic 

Performance and Aggression. In Society for Research in Child Development Conference, April 2003. 

Retrieved Feb 11, 2011, from http://www.psychology.iastate.edu/faculty/dgentile/SRCD Video Game 

Addiction.pdf 
10

 The Straits Times. (Dec 20, 2010). Lost in their virtual worlds. In Dow Jones Factiva. Retrieved Feb 12, 2011, 

from The Straits Times via NUS Factiva database: Document STIMES0020101219e6ck00014. 
11

 Chua & Poon. (Jan 20, 2011). Many young gamers can't switch off habit. In Dow Jones Factiva. Retrieved 

Feb 12, 2011, from The Straits Times via NUS Factiva database: Document 

STIMES0020110119e71k0001x. 
12

 Jet. (n.d). Study says TV, video games hurt school performance. In CBS Interactive Business Network. 

Retrieved Feb 10, 2011, from http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m1355/is_16_110/ai_n16818919/ 
13

 Ibid. Page 3. 
[6]

 
14

 Gentile, D. A. & Anderson, C. A. (2003). Violent video games: The newest media violence hazard. In D. A. 

Gentile (Ed.), Media violence and children. Westport, CT: Praeger Publishing. 
15

 Bushman & Anderson. (2002). Violent Video Games and Hostile Expectations:A Test of the General 

Aggression Model. In Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 2000, Vol. 78, No. 4, 772-790. 

Retrieved Mar 1, 2011, from http://www.psychology.iastate.edu/faculty/caa/abstracts/2000-

2004/02BApspb.pdf 

 

Table 1: Effects of video-game addiction9 
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Quoting a statement made by Palo Alto Medical Foundation
16

, “The researchers concluded 

that players who had prior experience playing violent video games responded with an 

increased level of aggression when they encountered confrontation.  

 

Another study found that adolescents who, according to a standard psychological profile, are  

not “naturally aggressive,” but who spend a lot of time playing violent video games were 

almost  ten times more likely to be involved in fights than other “non-aggressive” adolescents 

who do not  play violent games as much (38% vs. 4%)
17

 

 

Sexual references 

Social content and behaviour imported into a violent context seen in video games can affect 

children's attitudes toward sexual stereotypes. For example, females are often portrayed as 

more passive and in need of rescuing (Provenzo, 1992)
18

 and over 20% of the most popular 

games actually include violence against women. (Dietz, 1998)
19

.  

One specific video game, “Bulletstorm” was singled out to be potentially increasing rape 

cases. Some excerpts from the article
20

: 

“Violent video games like Bulletstorm have the potential to send the message that violence 

and insults with sexual innuendos are the way to handle disputes and problems…”  

(Dr. Jerry Weichman, a clinical psychologist) 

“The increase in rapes can be attributed in large part to the playing out of [sexual] scenes 

in video games…” (Carole Lieberman, a psychiatrist) 

  

                                                      
16

 Palo Alto Medical Foundation. (n.d). The Impact of Video Games on Children. In Palo Alto Medical 

Foundation. Retrieved Feb 11, 2011, from http://www.pamf.org/preteen/parents/videogames.html 
17

 Paul Lynch et al., “The Effects of Violent Video Game Habits on Adolescent Aggressive Attitudes and 

Behaviors,”  paper presented at the Biennial Conference of the Society for Research in Children 

Development, Minneapolis, April  2001; National Institute on Media and the Family, 2001. 
18

 Provenzo, E.F., Jr. (1992). The Video Generation. American School Board Journal 179(3, Mar): 29-32.  

EJ 441 136. 
19

 Dietz, T. L. (1998). An examination of violence and gender role portrayals in video games: Implications for 

gender socialization and aggressive behavior. Sex Roles, Vol. 38, pp. 425-442. 
20

 John Brandon. (Feb 8, 2011). Is Bulletstorm the Worst Video Game in the World?. In Fox News. Retrieved 

Feb 11, 2011, from http://www.foxnews.com/scitech/2011/02/08/bulletstorm-worst-game-kids/ 
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The problem 
We describe the inadequacies and problems with media-rating authorities, game-review sites 

and social-networking sites which are possible sources of video-game information for parents. 

We had specifically chosen Electronic Software Rating Board, GameSpot.com, Youtube.com 

and Facebook.com because in terms of traffic rank
21

, they rank significantly high and it can 

be assumed they would also occupy a significant mind-space in the minds of parents when it 

comes to sourcing out video-game information. We included Media Development Authority 

Singapore because it is within the Singapore context. 

Inadequacies of rating systems 

Entertainment Software Rating Board  

Firstly, the Entertainment Software Rating 

Board (ESRB) rates all video games as a guide for 

parents only by reviewing the videos provided by 

the game developers
22

. ESRB provides an online-

only summary
23

 without harnessing a plethora of 

collected grassroots video-game reviews from 

social-network communities and game review sites 

such as GameSpot, FaceBook and YouTube.  

 

Secondly, although ESRB provides a myriad of 

external resources
24

 for parents about video 

gaming, it did not attempt to integrate or harness 

other review user-generated information. Video game advocates
25

 say the existing warning 

system such as ESRB works fine but parents are still responsible for deciding whether their 

kids can play games, not the government or rating boards. Parents often lack relevant and 

easily comprehensible information on the suitability of a particular game their child is 

eyeing on. 

 

“Most parents are unaware of the content or the Entertainment Software Rating Board 

(ESRB) rating.” Walsh (2000)
26

 

 

Thirdly, the rating system is voluntary and not all game developers submit their game 

videos to get an ESRB rating. Some console game developers have their own rating system 

and does not go through ESRB
27

.  

Lastly, a study published in a journal Pediatrics found that a panel of parents often disagreed 

with ESRB ratings for video games. The parents found one-third (33%) of E-rated
28

 games to 

                                                      
21

 Traffic ranks from http://www.websiteoutlook.com 
22

 Ben Kuchera. (Sep 27, 2006). ESRB must play every game in its entirety says proposed legislation. In Ars 

Technica. Retrieved Feb 12, 2011, from http://arstechnica.com/gaming/news/2006/09/5427.ars 
23

 http://www.esrb.org/ratings/synopsis.jsp?Certificate=28387&searchkeyword=Resident%20Evil%205 
24

 http://www.esrb.org/about/resources.jsp 
25

 Ibid. Page 6 
[20]

 
26

 Walsh, D. (2000). Interactive violence and children: Testimony submitted to the Committee on Commerce, 

Science, and Transportation, United States Senate. (March 21, 2000.) Retrieved from 

http://www.pamf.org/preteen/parents/videogames.html 
27

 ESRB. (n.d). ESRB Frequently Asked Questions. In ESRB. Retrieved Mar 18, 2011, from 

http://www.esrb.org/ratings/faq.jsp#2 
28

 “Everyone” - Suitable for ages 6 and older.May contain minimal violence, some comic mischief (for example, 

slapstick comedy), or some crude language. (Source: http://www.esrb.org/ratings/ratings_guide.jsp) 
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be either questionable or inappropriate for 3-7 year-olds, 13% unsuitable for 8-12 year-olds 

and more than half (57%) of T-rated
29

 games were considered to be unacceptable for 13-17 

year-olds.
30

 

ESRB’s mobile presence
31

 

ESRB currently have an iPhone and Android mobile application which allow users to access 

ESRB rating summaries via their iPhones and Android phones either by taking a picture of a 

video-game’s cover box or by text-search. For other mobile users with Internet access, rating 

summaries are made available via their mobile website: m.esrb.org 

There are currently no extended or added social-networking features on its mobile application 

from its standard ESRB rating summaries and descriptors. Therefore, its mobile application is 

just a “web-front” of ESRB’s rating services. 

Media Development Authority (Singapore) 

First, according to MDA’s FAQ
32

, its Video Games 

Classification System only applies to games that are sold 

in Singapore retail.  

Second, MDA’s video-game classification does not 

include online games.  

Other than retail stores, consumers can now purchase 

game titles from digital distribution channels. For 

example, Steam, who owns 70% share
33

 of the digital 

distribution market has over 1,100 game titles available 

from all over the world for purchase as of March 2011
34

.  

For any game lover, the Internet presents a wide variety 

of games for users to purchase, cheaper in price (either as a bundle or single purchase) 

compared to retail shops, and the convenience of electronic payment.
35

 Generally, bigger 

game publishers and developers such as THQ, Electronic Arts, Microsoft would sell their 

game titles in retail stores and via digital distribution channels. For publishers who decide to 

sell their games only via downloads (digital content distribution), this presents a chance 

where sold-online-only games will not be rated by any formal rating authority. 

MDA’s mobile presence  

MDA has no mobile application to either extend or expand their video-game classification 

system. 

                                                      
29

 “Teen” - have content that may be suitable for ages 13 and older. Titles in this category may contain violence, 

suggestive themes, crude humor, minimal blood, simulated gambling, and/or infrequent use of strong language. 

(Source: http://www.esrb.org/ratings/ratings_guide.jsp) 
30

 David Walsh and Douglas Gentile, “A Validity Test of Movie, Television, and Video-Game Ratings,” 

Pediatrics 107 (2001): 1302-1308. 
31

 http://www.esrb.org/mobile/ 
32

 Media Development Authority FAQs: bit.ly/hTqBm9  (We shortened the ultra-long URL link) 
33

 Kris Graft. (Nov 19, 2009). Stardock Reveals Impulse, Steam Market Share Estimates. In GameSutra. 

Retrieved Mar 17, 2011, from http://www.gamasutra.com/php-bin/news_index.php?story=26158 
34

 http://store.steampowered.com/about/ 
35

 Pankaj Kumar Singh. (Nov 15, 2010). The Rising Trend of Buying Online Computer Games for Maximum 

Benefits. In Ezine Articles. Retrieved 19 Mar, 2011, from http://ezinearticles.com/?The-Rising-Trend-

of-Buying-Online-Computer-Games-for-Maximum-Benefits&id=5384642 
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Game-review sites 

Gamespot 

All video-games were judged on five 

different categories: Gameplay, Graphics, 

Sound, Value, and Reviewer's Tilt. Each 

category is assigned a score from one to ten, 

and these five integers are combined using a 

weighted average to arrive at an overall 

score. For example, if a game score is at 

least 9.0, it is award as "superb," and given 

an "Editor's Choice" recognition. The 

reviews were written with for someone 

who's naturally interested in playing a new 

game and has a limited amount of time and 

money to spend. Our editors approach each 

review strictly from that perspective. Their reviews are only designed to tell the game 

players to what extent a game is worth their while.
 36

 

Based on Gamespot’s review guidelines
37

, the team had noted that Gamespot reviews were 

meant for game-players and not as a review targeted at parents. As Gamespot targets a 

different audience, it is natural that they review the game based on their gameplay, graphical 

satisfaction, story development, etc. 

Gamespot’s mobile presence 

They have a mobile version of their website catered to mobile users where they deliver 

condensed version of game reviews. See: http://m.gamespot.com/ 

  

                                                      
36

 GameSpot. (n.d). GameSpot Rating System. In GameSpot Asia. Retrieved Mar 17, 2011, from 

http://asia.gamespot.com/misc/reviewguidelines.html 
37

 Ibid. 
[35]
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Lost in the plethora of user-generated comments  

Facebook and YouTube 

FaceBook is a social network service that 

allows its users to post either their original 

content or widely found content to be 

shared with other FaceBook users. 

Youtube allow user-generated videos to 

be uploaded, watched and commented 

upon. There is specifically a video 

category called “Gaming” where users can 

find game-related videos ranging from 

game trailers, in-game videos and even 

video-reviews on the games.  

Although, parents may be able to find 

Game Group-Pages or Fan-Pages and may 

also find useful in-game videos from 

YouTube, the comments associated with 

these pages and videos may not be of value to them. Simply put, the comments are largely 

from avid gamers expressing their comments and, praises about a game’s graphical 

performance and storyline. Therefore, comments generated on game-videos are not 

targeted at parents. 

Given in a situation where user-generated reviews were indeed useful to parents, they 

were often embedded in a sea of words and a long list of comments.    

Facebook’s and YouTube’s mobile presence 

Both FaceBook and YouTube have a mobile version of its main website and provide the same 

functionality of letting users quickly search for users/videos, browse for user-generated 

content/videos and post their comments on a particular content/video. 
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Summary: Our recommendations to these issues 
The team had identified some core issues with existing rating authorities, game-review sites 

and social-networking tools.  

1. The above tools (maybe except ESRB and MDA) a parent can harness are not built to 

help parents source out adequate and appropriate information with regards to video-game 

buying. Therefore, the team had identified this as an opportunity to address these issues 

and develop a platform specifically targeted at parents, linking parents and game-

reviewers from offline and online social-network communities. Also, children may 

have persuasive powers over their parents and thus our mobile application will also help 

both the child and the parent in deciding a video-game purchase. Our mobile application 

will attempt to do a SWOT analysis on a game, thus making it easy for parents to see the 

Strengths, Weaknesses, Others and Threats of a particular game. 

 

2. ESRB and MDA do not cover games sold online. As content delivery companies are 

competing against offline retail stores, they usually attract consumers with very low-prices 

and promises unlimited supply to avoid disappointments. This means more games that are 

not rated by ESRB or MDA can be sold online and more likely to be purchased. This also 

presents an opportunity for game developers and publishers to sell their games only 

through online means and escape
38

 additional costs of submitting their games for rating 

review. Therefore, the team set out to provide a platform where every game title (be it 

rated by rating authorities or not) can have a chance of being socially reviewed by 

harnessing the gaming community. 

 

3. From the various problems we identified, video-game rating boards and game review sites 

were unable to provide such an addictive index as they do not gather reviews from 

game communities. Our team is convinced by reports
39

 mentioning that the increase in 

children’s aggressive and poor social behaviours is linked to the amount of time 

(addiction) children play video games especially if these video games are both filled with 

violence, gore and sexual references.
40

  

  

                                                      
38

 Except for larger publishers who also sell game titles in retail stores would generally have submitted their 

titles for ratings which can be used in both retail stores and in digital distribution channels. 
39

 Please see Introduction: Issues with Video-gaming 
40

 Ibid. Pg4. 
[11]
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• Reviews from 
the 
community 

• Video gaming 
websites & 
ESRB 

• In-Game 
videos from 
YouTube  

• Poll on 
addictive 
levels from 
reviewers 

Cumulative 
addictive 
score per 

game 

What your 
child will 
see in the 

game 

Social 
reviews on 

game 

Official 
reviews 

and ratings 
of game 

Our Product: “Game Conversations Monitor: Epic Apps” (GCM) 
 

Our product will now be addressed as “Epic Apps”. 

 

We believe “prevention is better than cure” and our Epic Apps product is built upon mobile 

technologies leveraged on social-media platforms to help parents sieve out the most important 

information about a particular video game at the point of sales. 

 

Based on a parent’s guide
41

 on choosing age-appropriate games to make sure a child’s video 

game experience is safe and secure, we employ a 4-pronged approach to help parents 

understand a game’s suitability for their child. 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
41

 A joint project from Parents Teachers Association (U.S.A) and Entertainment Software Rating Board. 

Download: http://www.esrb.org/about/news/downloads/ESRB_PTA_Brochure-web_version.pdf 

http://www.esrb.org/about/news/downloads/ESRB_PTA_Brochure-web_version.pdf
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Features 

Web-based application 

 

Games Conversion Monitor (Epic Apps) is not specific to any hand-phone model and is web-

based (via a URL address). It is accessible on all mobile phones that have an Internet 

connection and an Internet browser. Epic Apps is also accessible via Facebook as a 

Facebook application. 

 

(See Appendix A: “List of tested mobile devices”) 

 

Search methods 

User of Epic Apps will be able to search for a game review via: 

 A visible barcode found on a game cover  

 An image taken by a user’s mobile phone camera 

 A traditional type text-to-search   

Game review models  

After a video-game title had been queried by a user, Epic Apps will return:   

 

 

 Game Title and Game publisher (“Blizzard” in this case) to help 

users identify which game they are currently viewing. 

 

 ESRB rating (“Teen” is this case) 

 

 “My Kids” section to help parents know if their child is suitable 

for this particular game. 

 

 Social review on our psychological indexes:  

o GA-dex -> Game Addictive index to help parents know    

how addictive the game is. 

o Fun index 

o Horror index 

 

 SWOT reviews on the game to help parents quickly sieve our 

necessary information about the game. 

 

 Synopsis of the game 

 

 A link to Gameplay videos from YouTube 

 

 A link to Gamespot.com’s review 

 

 

(Please see Appendix B: Our Product walkthrough)  
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How did we derive addictive, fun and horror for social reviews? 
Our team noticed that there is a lack of some psychological indexes to gauge a particular 

game at one look in most of the game reviews sites. Parents need to know more than just the 

number of people liking or disliking a game but most of them find it a hassle to read a long 

review or synopsis of the game. Therefore, we introduced three psychological indexes – 

Addictive, Horror and Fun – to give parents an idea what kind of psychological effects the 

game would bring upon their children at a glance. These ratings are helpful for parents who 

use GCM in a game store as the purchasing decision can be made faster. For instance, if either 

the addictive or horror index is rated very high (8 and above), parents can immediately come 

to a conclusion that they are not buying this game as it would affect their children adversely.    

These three indexes are chosen particularly because they indicate the psychological effects the 

game would have on a child’s mind. If the game is too addictive, it would cause children to 

lose focus in their schoolwork as all they can think of and want to do is to continue playing 

the game. Of course, parents would not want to buy a game that end up causing their children 

to neglect their schoolwork and thus, our team identified the Addictive index as a good 

indicator.  

However, we realize that the word addiction is very general, the base meaning of the word is 

“the state of being enslaved to a habit or practice or to something that is psychologically or 

physically habit forming”  

Our current measure of general psychological addictiveness based on LEMMENS, J.S.’s 

research (See Page 19) towards a game is done through a short survey in the application. To 

further refine the survey to include non-psychological factors, we seek to incorporate the 

addictive factors the game offers to players. These factors include: 

 Replay Value 

Where scenarios changes and user experiences different environmental factors 

 Timed Quests 

Where player is assigned a quest to be completed within a short time span in 

order to move on to the next stage/ level 

 Real time game activity 

Where the player does not have to be on his/her computer but the game still 

continues to play itself until the next time the player enters the game 

 Prone to Clan activities 

Where the player has to team up with a small to large amount of people to 

achieve levels and complete tasks in order to progress through the game 

We hope to find out the main reason why the game is addictive and present it on the 

application so parents will know the types of addiction and find ways to prevent it from 

manifesting. The results of the survey may hurt the game’s sales because addictiveness can be 

seen either as a positive or negative impact depending on who is the receiver of such 

information (Eg: Avid gamers VS Parents buying games for their children). A gamer will be 

pleased to read it as it shows the game provides high entertainment value and has a huge fan 

base, at the same time, parents who are concerned may ward away from buying the game in 

hopes of getting their children to focus on their studies. However, the main aim of our 

application is to supplement social reviews from the community to parents by making them 

aware of the type of games their child is and will be playing and whether it is suitable. Our 

aim is not to boost sales for game developers but to target parents and empower them with the 

video-game knowledge. 
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Nowadays, there are plenty of games out in the market that contain violence and gore contents 

(such as True Crime: New York City and BulletStorm). These games might increase a child’s 

tolerance level of violence
42

, which means that children might become potentially prone to 

exhibit violent behaviour (Short-tempered, etc) after playing these games since they are now 

able to accept violent scenes such as blood splashing and limbs flying out. Hence, the Horror 

index in Epic Apps is a good indicator which helps parents to gauge the game’s violence level. 

Lastly, it is also important to buy games that are fun to play. Parents, who mostly do not play 

games, may purchase monotonous games for their children unknowingly especially when they 

did not do a game research online beforehand. When these monotonous games are bought 

home as a surprise for their kids, parents may get thrown a wet blanket on because their kids 

are not satisfied with the boring games. They would simply leave them aside, not playing 

them and parents end up wasting their money buying these games. Therefore, the Fun index 

would definitely come in handy for parents to make quick and informed purchasing decision. 

To see our application, please see Appendix B: Our product walkthrough 

  

                                                      
42

 For more information, please see “Issues with video-gaming” on page 4 
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Epics App Technology 
You may download a copy of our source codes from 

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/13120609/IS3241%20SMM%20Codes.zip 

Image Recognition Technology 

The fundamental of our image recognition service was possible with the application of the IQ 

engine APIs. The Image Recognition Engine API is used to tag photos with accurate labels. 

IQ Engines utilize the computer vision (technological discipline where machine can perform 

object recognition) to label images. When an image is uploaded to the engine, the image is 

processed by several computer vision modules e.g. scene analysis and color analysis and the 

engine will return the results within a few seconds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Barcode Recognition 
ZXing (pronounced "zebra crossing") is an open-source, multi-format 1D/2D barcode image 

processing application. Using their mobile phone built in camera, user can take a picture of the 

barcode of the game and it will decode the barcode and display the details of the game. 

Server Backend technology 

Google Cache 
Caching means to takes a snapshot of each html web pages and image file and stores the snapshots on 

the server. By implementing Google cache application on our servers, when users click on our links 

instead of accessing directly from our server database, they access the cached page. Doing this allow 

shorter loading time for the user and it frees up the traffic and load on our servers. 

Mod_pageSpeed 
To optimize our web pages performance, we implement an Apache module known as Mod_pagespeed. 

Mod_pagespeed is an open-source module that includes several filters that optimize JavaScript, 

HTML, CSS stylesheets and JPEG PNG images. The filters are based on known best practices that can 

enhance our webpage performance thus significantly improving the time to load our web page. 

Web services technology 

bit.ly 
bit.ly allows shortening URLs. Reducing the URL length allows our link to be embedded into our 

twits making sharing easier and allow user to access our site via the link on our twits increasing our 

presence.  

 

 

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/13120609/IS3241%20SMM%20Codes.zip
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SWOT Reviews 

 

  

<?php if($me){?> 
<h4>SWOT Comments</h4> 
<form action="Connections/commentsDB.php" method="POST"> 
<div align="center"> 
  <table border="1" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
    <tr> 
      <td> 
       Type 
      </td> 
      <td> 
      <select name="swot"> 
            <option value="S">Strengths</option> 
            <option value="W">Weaknesses</option> 
            <option value="O">Others</option> 
            <option value="T">Threats</option> 
         </select> 
     </td> 
     </tr> 
<tr> 
   <td>Comments 
   </td> 

 

To filter the many reviews that our users contribute, we 

categories the review into different category using the 

“SWOT” Analysis. 

S = Strength of the game 

W = Weakness of the game 

O = other comments they want to add on to the game 

T = threats of the game the negative effect our reviewers feel 

that might affect the people playing the game 
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Top Searches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<?php 

include('html/header.php');$query=strtolower(rawurldecode($_GE

T['query']));if($query!="")mysql_query("INSERT INTO search 

(userid, ip, keyword) VALUES 

('$me[id]','$_SERVER[REMOTE_ADDR]','$query')");$topFive=

mysql_query("SELECT *, COUNT(DISTINCT ip) AS `Count` 

FROM search GROUP BY keyword ORDER BY `Count` DESC, 

'sn' DESC LIMIT 5");?> 

<?php } $j=0;?><div align="center"> 

<h3>Top 5 Most Searched</h3><p> 

<?php while($j<mysql_num_rows($topFive)){ ?> 

<a href="search.php?query=<?php echo 

rawurlencode(mysql_result($topFive,$j,"keyword"))?>"><?php 

echo mysql_result($topFive,$j,"keyword")?></a><br /> 

<?php $j++;} ?></p></div> 

 

Pesudocode 

INSERT userid, ip, keyword into search 

COUNT unique userid group by keyword 

ORDER keyword in descending 

GET top 5 keyword from database 

 

 

We provided the latest updates on the most popular 

searches in our database allowing users to check out on 

what are our most popular searches and maybe they can 

find some games that are suitable them or their children. 

 

 

For every search by the user insert userid, ip address 

and keyword into database table 

Count the number of distinct ip address for each 

keyword and order them in descending order 

Extract from Database the top 5 keyword searched 
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Ga-dex & GA-grade
43

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
43

 LEMMENS, J S. (2009). Development and validation of a game addiction scale for adolescents. Manuscript 

submitted for publication, School of Communication Research, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The 

Netherlands. 

Griffiths, M. (2005). A ‘‘components’’ model of addiction within a biopsychosocial 

framework. Journal of Substance Use, 10, 191–197. 

Griffiths, M. D., & Davies, M. N. O. (2005). Videogame addiction: Does it exist? In J. 

Goldstein & J. Raessens (Eds.), Handbook of computer game studies (pp. 359– 

368). Boston: MIT Press 

 

$myGaDexGrade="Unrated"; 

if($me){ 

if(mysql_num_rows($myGameIndex)>0){ 

$myAvqQ1 = mysql_result($myGameIndex,0,"q1"); 

$myAvqQ2 = mysql_result($myGameIndex,0,"q2"); 

$myAvqQ3 = mysql_result($myGameIndex,0,"q3"); 

$myAvqQ4 = mysql_result($myGameIndex,0,"q4"); 

$myAvqQ5 = mysql_result($myGameIndex,0,"q5"); 

$myAvqQ6 = mysql_result($myGameIndex,0,"q6"); 

$myAvqQ7 = mysql_result($myGameIndex,0,"q7"); 

$myGaDexScore=0; //initialising my-GA-dex score to be 0 

 

if($myAvqQ1<1.56){ 

 $myGaDexScore+=1; 

}else if($myAvqQ1>=1.56 && $myAvqQ1<2.44){ 

 $myGaDexScore+=2; 

}else if($myAvqQ1>=2.44 && $myAvqQ1<3.32){ 

 $myGaDexScore+=3; 

}else if($myAvqQ1>=3.32 && $myAvqQ1<4.20){ 

 $myGaDexScore+=4; 

}else{ 

 $myGaDexScore+=5; 

} 

 

 

if($myGaDexScore<=16){ 

 $myGaDexGrade="E"; 

}else if($myGaDexScore>=17 && $myGaDexScore<=22){ 

 $myGaDexGrade="D"; 

}else if($myGaDexScore>=23 && $myGaDexScore<=28){ 

 $myGaDexGrade="C"; 

}else if($myGaDexScore>=29 && $myGaDexScore<=34){ 

 $myGaDexGrade="B"; 

}else if($myGaDexScore>=35){ 

 $myGaDexGrade="A"; 

} 

 

}//if(mysql_num_rows($myGameIndex)>0) 

}//if ($me) 

 

Pesudocode 

Give an weightage to each question 

 

If sum of GA-dex<=16 

 GA-Grade = E 

Else if 17<= sum of GA-dex<=22 

 GA-Grade = D 

Else if 23<= sum of GA-dex<=28 

 GA-Grade = C 

Else if 29<= sum of GA-dex<=34 

 GA-Grade = B 

Else if sum of GA-dex>=34 

 GA-Grade = A 

 

Epic Apps aims to provide unbiased reviews from the community 

to parents having concerns over their child getting addicted to 

games. Hence our team Epictus uses a metric system (Lemmens, 

2009) to validate the level of addiction of a game. 

Using the seven DSM-based criteria (Griffiths,2005; Griffiths & 

Davies,2005) for game addiction, 

1. Salience 

2. Tolerance 

3. Mood Modification 

4. Relapse 

5. Withdrawal 

6. Conflict 

7. Problems 

 

Lemmens and team came up with a set of survey question for their 

research. 

 

Using their survey question Epictus design an application to 

calculate the Addictive level we named as GA-dex and GA-grade. 

 

Each survey question has a weightage (GA-dex). 

 

Sum of GA-dex will define GA-grade 

 

Grade A: Intensively addictive 

Grade B: Very Addictive 

Grade C: Addictive 

Grade D: Mild Addictive 

Grade E: Not Addictive 
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Epic Points 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Epic Points is a point system service we provide to our user to acknowledge their efforts in 

helping with reviewing and recommending games for other user. Epic Points also aims to 

reward them with exclusive rights to our application, which are only available to the 

privileged few for a limited period of time.  

Social Media Platform 

Twitter  

Twitter allows easy access to information on the mobile phone. Epics apps push the latest 

game review on to twitter account EpictusNUS so followers on of our twits will have the 

latest update of our game reviews. 

Facebook 

Facebook has 500 million active users with an average of 130 friends per user is the best 

advertising platform for increasing our online platform. With its simple and sleek design, 

information can be extract from Facebook easily. Epics Apps allows access to user with their 

facebook account and share with their friends the latest game reviews from Epic Apps. 

YouTube 

Leveraging on YouTube video we provide a wholesome game experience to our users. Users 

who are kin to find out more can access these video from YouTube to have a deeper 

understanding of the actual gameplay.  

  

$gameCount=mysql_num_rows(mysql_query("SELECT * FROM game WHERE 

addedBy=$me[id]")); 

$reviewCount=mysql_num_rows(mysql_query("SELECT * FROM review 

WHERE userid=$me[id]")); 

<h3>My Epic-Points</h3> 

<p> 

Game<?php if($gameCount>0) echo "s";?> Added: <?php echo $gameCount;?><br 

/> 

Review<?php if($reviewCount>0) echo "s";?> Added: <?php echo 

$reviewCount;?><br /> 

<br /> 

Epic Points = <strong><?php $score=($gameCount*3)+($reviewCount*1); echo 

$score;?></strong> 

</p> 

Pesudocode 

GET number of game added 

GET number of game reviews 

GET number of game comments 

GET number of like/dislike 

Score = gameAdded*3 + 

gameReviews*2+gameComment*3+gamelike*1 

 

 

Count the number of game added by referring to 

userid 

Count the number of game reviews by referring 

to userid 

Count the number of game comments by 

referring to userid 

Count the number of game likes/dislikes by 

referring to userid 

Calculate Epic Points with formula 

Score = gameAdded*3 + 

gameReviews*2+gameComment*3+gamelike*1 
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Why Epic Apps is on a web platform? 
 

Web technology is stable and has been around for a long period of time. 

Web technology is still improving, HTML5 is coming and with HTML5, webpages can have 

direct access to webcams which can be implemented in the near future to work with the 

IQEngines. 

Web technology is highly robust and scalable. There are widely available web-server load 

distributors, MySQL clusters can be easily formed with minimal difficulty. This will make 

epic-apps highly scalable when the number of users increases. 

Web technology is not tied to one platform. When we want to reach our users, we want all of 

them to reach us too. Web technology is not tied to any platform and can be used by any 

decent smartphones, be it iPhones, Androids, Windows Mobiles or Blackberries. 

Market Analysis: Mobile Applications 

Secondary Data 
Market Growth

44
 
45

 

Mobile applications add value to smartphones and with more Singaporeans using 

smartphones, mobile application markets in Singapore would flourish. According to Amit 

(2009), who reported in The Business Times, Gartner study shows that up to 320,000 

smartphones are being purchased in Singapore in year 2008 and he also found that the sales of 

smartphones “accounted for as much as 15 per cent of total phones sold in Singapore” in the 

same year.  

 

The smartphone industry is still expanding and will lead to further demand for mobile 

applications. The worldwide demand for mobile applications is predicted to be worth 

US$17.5 billion by year 2012. (Marguerite, 2010) 

 

Market Trends
46

 

Epic Apps can fit into a few existing categories of mobile applications: social, lifestyle, games, 

and shopping. Epic Apps includes social plugins from social networking sites – Facebook in 

our prototype. Comments given by users in Epic Apps will be reflected in their Facebook 

walls. Other Epic Apps users and Facebook friends will be able to view and participate in 

these comments. The main objective of Epic Apps is to assist users with relevant information 

about a particular video-game at the point of sales and there is a demand for such similar Epic 

Apps mobile applications. 

                                                      
44

 Amit, R. C. (Apr 11, 2009). More Singaporeans Using Smartphones. In The Business Times. Retrieved Feb 11, 

2011 from http://www.asiaone.com/Digital/Features/Story/A1Story20090411-134613.html 
45

 Marguerite, R. (Mar 18, 2010). Demand for mobile applications to explode by 2012. In CNET Asia Retrieved 

Feb 11, 2011 from http://asia.cnet.com/crave/2010/03/18/demand-for-mobile-applications-to-explode-

by-2012/ 
46

 Sarah Radwanick. (Jun 2, 2010). Social Networking Ranks as Fastest-Growing Mobile Content Category. In 

comScore.  Retrieved February 11, 2011 from 

http://www.comscore.com/Press_Events/Press_Releases/2010/6/Social_Networking_Ranks_as_Fastest-

Growing_Mobile_Content_Category 
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According to comScore (2010)
47

, “social networking experienced the strongest growth in app 

access, increasing 240 percent to 14.5 million users”   

 

Mark Donovan, comScore senior vice president of mobile, also supported that “social 

networking is by far the fastest-growing mobile activity right now. With 20% of mobile 

users access social networking sites via their phone, we expect to see both application and 

browser usage continuing to drive future consumption of social media.” In addition, there is 

also a 67% increase to 12 million users in obtaining real-time information via browser 

access. (See Appendix C) 

 

Market Segmentation
48

  

We primarily target parents in the age group of 20 to 34 years old in Singapore. These 

targeted customers are technology savvy and more importantly, most of them are smartphones 

users. Based on the year 2009 survey on InfoComm usage conducted by Infocomm 

Development Authority (iDA) of Singapore, (See Appendix D) 

 Over 90% of the residents aged between 15-34 years old are Internet users. 

 Up to 99% of the residents aged between 15-34 years old are mobile phones or 

smartphones users.  

Primary data
49

 
Epictus had surveyed 91 parents from three different sources

50
 who fit the following criteria: 

1. Has a child between 5 years old to 17 years old 

2. Owns a smart-phone as their primary mobile communication 

We arranged the responses to typically represent the various life-stages of a child.  

 Kindergarten (Group A: Age 5-6)  

o Parents surveyed from Hong Kah North PCF Kindergarten 

 Primary school (Group B: Age 7-12)  

o Parents surveyed from Roquette and Sin Soon Huat Corporation 

 Secondary school (Group C: Age 13-17) 

o Parents surveyed from Roquette and Sin Soon Huat Corporation 

  

                                                      
47

 Ibid. 
[30]

 
48

 Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore. (2009). Annual Survey On Infocomm Usage In Households 

and By Individuals for 2009. (pp. 23, 36). 
49

 See Appendix E for survey questions 
50

 Hong Kah North PAP Community Foundation Kindergarten , Roquette and Sin Soon Huat Corporation. 
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Group A 

Demographics 

Parents are aged 28 to 35 years old and have a child 5-6 years old studying in Hong Kah 

North PAP Community Foundation Kindergarten (PCF) 

How many of them own a smartphone? 

Group A: Out of 44 parents surveyed, 24 own a 

smart-phone: 17 iPhone users, 5 HTC, 1 Sony 

and 1 Nokia user. 

(Source: PCF Senior Teacher, Sharene Lye) 

 

 

Usage of their smartphones 

15 iPhone users use their phones for voice-calls, short-messages, mobile games and Internet 

surfing. 2 iPhone users use their phones for voice-calls, short-messages, mobile games, 

Internet surfing and photo-taking. 5 HTC users use their phones for voice-calls, short-

messages and Internet surfing. 

Both Sony and Nokia phone users only use it for voice-calls and short-messages. 

Group B 

Demographics 

Parents are aged 30 to 45 years old and have a child 7-12 years old. 

How many of them own a smartphone? 

Group B: Out of 42 parents, 12 use an iPhone as 

smartphone. 

(Source: Roquette Marketing Director, Marilyn 

Lye and SSH Procurement Manager, Sharon Lye) 

 

 

Usage of their smartphones 

11 iPhone users use their phones for voice-calls, short-messages and Internet surfing. 

1 iPhone user use his phone for voice-calls, short-messages, mobile games, Internet surfing 

and Calendar. 

  

Group A 

Apple iPhone

HTC

Sony

Nokia

Non-users

Group B 

Apple iPhone

HTC

Sony

Nokia

Non-users
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Group C 

Demographics 

Parents are aged 38 to 47 years old and have a child 13-17 years old. 

How many of them own a smartphone? 

 

Group C: Out of 5 parents, 3 use an iPhone as 

smartphone.  

(Source: Roquette Marketing Director, Marilyn 

Lye and SSH Procurement Manager, Sharon 

Lye) 

 

 

Usage of their smartphones 

2 iPhone users use their phones for voice-calls, short-messages and Internet surfing. 

1 iPhone user use his phone for voice-calls and short-messages 

Key findings 

Parents surveyed are informed of our intention to develop a mobile app that could help them 

make decisions about a video-game at the point of sales. This small sample size had shown us 

that there is a sizeable and growing amount of parents with children age 5 to 17 who carries a 

smart-phone which will enable them to enjoy the benefits of our mobile app. More 

importantly, 36 out of 39 smartphone users use it for Internet surfing where Internet 

connectivity is important to access our mobile application.  

Although our product was built as a web-application in order to reach every mobile platform, 

we recognise the significant demand for a specialized iPhone version of our mobile 

application. 

Market Needs 
Epictus had identified a market need for parents to receive the most relevant information 

about a video-game at the point of sales. Currently, information about a video-game is 

scattered on the Internet and it is difficult to consolidate social reviews from various gaming 

communities. We see a growing trend of mobile phone users wanting an application that 

consolidates all relevant information in one place as current mobile applications related to 

shopping are mostly price-comparing and brief product reviews. 

 

Customers normally would have to search through various websites to collect all the 

information needed to make an informed buying decision. The market needs “one-stop” game 

information delivered on mobile phones and is catered to parents. To fulfil this market need, 

we provide a social experience to understand a particular video game through social game 

ratings, in-game videos and official game reviews.  See section on “Our Product: “Game 

Conversations Monitor” (Epic Apps). 

Group C 

Apple iPhone

HTC

Sony

Nokia

Non-users
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Business Strategy and Route to Market 

Business model and revenue: Third-party supported 
Epictus will allow its end-users to receive Epic Apps service for free during our beta version and the 
third-party pays the fee for a returned service from Epictus. 

Advertising 

We allow third-party companies to place clearly defined adverts within our application. As 

our search engine uses a categorization of video-games. Some possible adverts are related 

video-games or related parental guidance content. Epictus receives SGD$0.20 per click
51

. 

Sponsorship 

We will market our product to convince game-review sites or parents’ associations to be our 

official sponsors. They will be allowed to integrate their branding (slogans and logos) and 

adverts. We receive a negotiated monthly fee in return.  

License Content 

Our database stores primary data on game reviews, critique scores and addictive survey 

results generated from reviewers who reviewed games on our Epic Apps platform. We will 

license the re-use of our primary data and content starting at $SGD30 per month.  

Scalability 
When our platform has moved out of Beta version and have been officially launched, we will 

charge our users 5c per barcode scan
52

 and 7c per image upload when they search our games 

database via a barcode scan or uploaded a captured image of the video-game cover. The 

reason why we need to charge is because Epictus is using a third party’s service to provide 

barcode scanning
53

 and image recognition
54

.  

We will also provide an optional subscription model of $5 per month by using PayPal as the 

mobile payment
55

 mode. Based on PayPal merchant’s rate ($0-$3000USD), we will be able to 

receive payments from about 600 subscribers before we are charged a higher merchant’s rate. 

These are considered in our payment model consideration for scalability. 

 

  

                                                      
51

 http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-statistics/singapore 
52

 Users will only be charged in the scanned object isn’t located in the provider’s database. 
53

 Zxing (http://code.google.com/p/zxing/) 
54

 IQ Engines (http://www.iqengines.com/) 
55

 See PayPal Merchant rate from https://www.paypal.com/us/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_fees-rate-about-outside 
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Scalable for growing users 

 

We are prepared to purchase a third party web-service to handle web-traffic into our mobile 

application. It will be cheaper to pay for a third-party provider than maintaining our own 

server. As our application is coded in PHP (For our web-servers), it is easily supported by any 

web-server, therefore, it will be quick and easy to transfer our application onto a third-party 

web-service provider. Epictus will also take note of any privacy issues related to mounting 

our application onto third-party servers. Our first choice for a third-party hosting service 

would be from HOSTSG
56

. 

  

                                                      
56

 http://www.hostsg.com/hosting/budget-hosting.php 
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Strategy to enter market 
Epictus positions itself in the mobile application market and social-networking site, FaceBook.  

Our product will leverage on the huge Facebook user-base of 622 million and of which 2.2 

million are Singapore Facebook users. We will raise awareness of our application via 

Facebook news feeds, invite-after-action where users who use our application will be given 

the opportunity to invite others, and word-of-mouth among their families and friends.
57

  

Success metrics to measure Epic Apps performance 
 

Facebook has a set of tools, 

Insights, that allows us to view 

key metrics for Epic-Apps. It 

consist of the number of users 

using our application, the 

amount of information sharing 

carried out by using our app 

and also how fast our page 

renders using the Facebook 

Mark-up Language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition, we also record all transactions like new users, adding of games, game reviews, 

comments on the reliability of a comment on our database. In this case we can specifically 

monitor our application and all the information posted by our users into our app. 

This is to allow us to monitor usage of our application, in the event of hitting a critical mass 

of users (600 users
58

); we will actually port our application from its current beta server to a 

real operational 3
rd

 party server for the ease of future scalability.  

  

                                                      
57

 Nick O’Neill. (Jul 26, 2007). The Top 5 Viral Facebook Techniques. In All FaceBook. Retrieved Feb 12, 2011, 

from http://www.allfacebook.com/the-top-5-viral-facebook-techniques-2007-07 
58

 See Scalability on page 25. 
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Barriers to Entry and Competition 
 

Market: Mobile applications 
 

Barriers to Entry: Low 

 Access to development tools: Affordable and easy  

o PHP: Free 

o Website development: Adobe Dreamweaver, etc. 

o Image recognition: First 1000 image queries are free, subsequent 7₵ per image. 

o Barcode scanning: 5₵ per barcode scan uploaded if content can’t be found in 

the provider’s database. 

 Distribution channels: Many 

o Major social-networking sites.  

o Mobile phone app stores. (Different submission fee applies)
59

  

 

In view of the low barrier entry, the threat of new entrants will be fairly high. 

Threat of competitors: Medium-High  

Top two competitors identified. 

 

1. What They Play dot com, part of the IGN Entertainment Network provides parents 

with a guide to videogames, providing expert insights into the themes and content of 

hundreds of popular interactive entertainment products. 

 

o Strengths:  

 Reviews are from the site’s professional editors. 

 Allow Facebook comments on a particular game review page. 

 Part of the huge IGN Entertainment Network. 

o Weaknesses:  

 No mobile version of the site (Our team tested it on our mobile phones). 

 Inconvenient to provide point of sales game information and reviews. 

 

2. ESRB iPhone Mobile Application 

 

 Strengths: 

 Highly reputable in game ratings industry 

 Image recognition. 

 Works on iPhone, Android and other smartphones with Internet 

access. 

 Weaknesses: 

 Do not have social ratings or user comments. 

 Rating summaries are from ESRB reviewers who only watch 

game videos provided by game developers.
60

 

 

    

                                                      
59

 Appendix F 
60

 Ibid. Pg5. 
[13]
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Epic Apps value curve (In terms of mobile platforms, not websites) 

 

Blue is Epic Apps, red is ESRB, black is What They Play. 

 

According to our value-curve, we are offering a mobile platform where users (mostly parents) 

could reach the social community of game reviewers. Based on our market analysis, we are 

trying to carve out a niche market where we will score high on social reviews. 

Our opportunities: To position our mobile application in between these two competitors and 

address their weaknesses. See “Summary: Our recommendations to these issues” on page 

10 of this report. 
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Timelines and Milestones 
In this section, we specify the timeline for each major phrase in the development of the 

application. Light blue rows indicate the responsibilities of the technical team and grey rows 

indicate the responsibility of the business team. Highlighted in dark blue are crucial technical 

phases in the development of the application. 

Milestone Start Date End Date Duration Department 

Crafting Idea 10/1/2011 14/1/2011 4 Days Both 

Project Planning, 

Feasibility study 

17/1/2011 7/2/2011 3 Weeks Both 

System Analysis, 

Requirement 

Definition 

8/2/2011 1/3/2011 3 Weeks Technical 

Market Analysis 8/2/2011 8/4/2011 2 Months Business 

System Design 2/3/2011 16/5/2011 2 Months & 2 

Weeks 

Technical 

Marketing Channels 9/4/2011 9/5/2011 1 Month Business 

Planning Business 

Strategy 

10/5/2011 10/6/2011 1 Month Business 

Implementation of 

Application 

17/5/2011 17/9/2011 4 Months Technical 

Planning Marketing 

Strategies 

11/6/2011 2/7/2011 3 Weeks Business 

Studying Potential 

Risks 

3/7/2011 3/8/2011 1 Month Business 

Planning for 

Advertising & 

Sponsorship 

4/8/2011 18/9/2011 1 Month 2 

Weeks 

Business 

Integration and 

Testing 

19/9/2011 19/11/2011 3 Months Technical 

Licensing Plans 19/9/2011 19/10/2011 1 Months Business 

Launch of 

Application 

20/11/2011 ~  Technical 

Execute Marketing 

Plans 

20/11/2011 20/2/2012 3 Months Business 

Maintenance of 

Application/Patches 

20/11/2011 ~  Technical 

The implementation of the application involves gathering resources required for the 

application, heavy backend coding as well as designing graphics and programming the user 

interface.  

Integration and testing required the team to open their application to beta testers who may or 

may not be technically savvy. These testers will then be asked for their feedback on the 

performance of the application, the difficulties faced, what can be done to improve the user 

experience, how often they would use the application and the platform in which they 

download most of their applications. In this period, any technical errors that appear will also 

be fixed. After the testers provided their feedback (which is not limited to technical questions), 

both the technical and business team will analyse key issues that affects the design of 

application. 
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Exit Strategy 
Barriers to exit: Low. 

Epic Apps is a stand-alone platform that helps users (mostly parents in this case) to reach 

game-reviewers from the social community online and offline. In our mobile platform market, 

technology evolves rapidly and is rich with envelopment opportunities that can blur market 

boundaries. This blurring is called “convergence.” For example, ESRB can easily envelop our 

platform and come out with their own addictive score indexes and What They Play can easily 

develop their own mobile platforms to rival us. 

What would Epictus do? 

In many cases, a stand-alone business like ours facing envelopment has little choice but to sell 

out to the attacker or exit the field. When Epictus faces this threat, we have few options: 

 

1. Tie our mobile application with Tele-communications companies like SingTel or 

Starhub. 

 

2. Sell our entire business to the most interested attacker or the rivals of this attacker. 

 

3. Partner with MDA Singapore to enhance their current rating systems 
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Financials 
As we have an existing and working prototype, we require low amount of start-up capital for 

commercialization. 

Some possible costs after commercialization: 

 Infrastructure -$6 per month
61

 

o Web server hosting our application (From SG HOST)  

 FaceBook Marketing
62

 - $0.37 per click / $5.00 per day cap which amounts to $150 

maximum per month 

o We will be marketing our product via Facebook channels and by word of 

mouth. 

 Transaction 

 Website service fees  

o IQ Engine 

 $0.07 every picture upload to IQ engine after the first 1000 pictures 

o ZXing 

 $0 (Free for users to use) 

o Universal Product Code Database 

 $90 USD for every 50,000 barcode scan 

 Monthly fixed expenses (There will be only a cost of $6 per month when we 

mount our mobile app onto a third-party web-host from SG HOST) 

o Rent – $0  

 Server machine located in one of our team member’s home. 

o Electricity bills (Domestic) – $370 per month for server running at 

300watts  

 Server will be activated for demo purposes only. 

 Salary – Variable (A-levels and Diploma holders’ salary scale) 

o Salary of team will be dependent of the potential Venture Capitalist (VC) 

funds for the team. If we managed to secure a VC funding, we will expect 

to survive for 1 year to test the market with our product, therefore, we 

would draw a salary according to our highest qualifications attained.  

(We will only graduate in 2012 or 2013) 
 

  

                                                      
61

 http://www.hostsg.com/hosting/budget-hosting.php 
62

 See Appendix G 
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Management Team and Advisory Board 
 
Our application development team consists of Mr. Yap Yao Jun (Lead), Mr. Lin Jiawei and 

Mr. Lim Ming Zhou who have much experience in developing web applications. 

 

Infrastructure and Applications Development 

Yao Jun is in-charge the application development team. He is heavily involved in the design 

of the application’s user interface, system’s administration and infrastructure and back-end 

coding. 

 

Application Development 

Jia Wei undertakes the tasks of server side coding as well as participating in the design of the 

application, focusing more on the back-end aspects. 

 

Application Development 

Ming Zhou is more design oriented, he focuses on the design and front end coding aspect of 

the application. 

 

 

Our business team consists of Mr. Davis Li (Lead), Ms. Belinda Tan and Ms. Kimberly Kan 

who have experience in research and market analysis. Their main focus will be planning for 

the entry of the application into the market, analyzing current markets, marketing the 

application and forecasting how the application will perform in the future. 

 

Business Development  

Davis plans the appropriate business strategies such pricing models for the application, 

marketing campaign, branding of the application, and oversees the entire business 

development team. 

 

Market Analysis 

Belinda will be analyzing various market segments and decide which industry to target for the 

application’s debut. She will also be researching about how the application meets the needs of 

customers and drafting ideas on how the application can better serve its potential target 

market. 

 

Project Management  

Kimberly will be creating and executing project work plans according to the changing needs 

and requirements, planning resources required by the team, manage project scope, ensure 

project minimizes risks and keeping track of the development phases of the project. 

 

Our advisory board includes our professor, Dr. Klarissa Chang who has vast experience in 

the field of consulting and has consulted for companies such as IBM Research and Seagate 

Research and has strong expertise in the field of social computing technologies which would 

immensely guide us on the designing and marketing of our product. 

  

(See Appendix H for the team’s resumes) 
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Appendix A: List of tested mobile devices 

 HTC WildFire 

 HTC Desire  

 HTC Desire HD 

 Google Nexus One 

 iPhone 4 
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Appendix B: Our product walkthrough 
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Recent activities of 

Epic Apps users. 

First page that the users will see 

before login.  

They can still search for games 

without logging in but they cannot 

enjoy personalized services such as 

suitability checks for their children. 

Users do not need to 

create an account with 

us, they can just login 

using their Facebook 

account. 
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Recent activities of Epic Apps 

users. 

Once they are logged in, they can 

also see the activities of their 

friends in Epic Apps. 

Discussion among Epic Apps users.  

Posts are visible on user’s Facebook 

profile and newsfeed. 

 

Personalization – We address 

users by name. User’s name is 

retrieved from their Facebook 

Profile. 

Users can search based on: 

 Barcode Scan 

 Image Upload 

 Text Search 
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User preferences for Epic Apps can be set 

under “My Profile”. 

Users can set the search links to either image 

display or text-based display. 

 

Users can also choose whether they want to 

display “Top Ten Views”, 

“Recommendations” and “Live Feed” or not. 

 

These are the games that the users 

searched previously. 

 

Game covers that the users 

uploaded previously are shown 

here. 

Epic Points are calculated using the formula: 

Game Added X 4 + Comment Added X 3 +  

Reviews Added X 2 + Comment Liked/Disliked X 1 
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Barcode Scanning 

Once the scanner is installed, 

users can scan the barcode at 

the game cover like they are 

taking a photo of it. 
If the barcode matches a 

game in our database, they 

would be brought to the 

Game Description Page. 

This page is displayed 

when the barcode cannot be 

found in our database. 

Epic Apps would ask users if 

they want to expand their 

search to UPCDatabase. 

When game is found in UPCDatabase, the 

database would return Epic Apps the 

name of the game. Epic Apps would then 

display the game’s Youtube Gameplay 

Video. 

Users are given the choice to Add this 

Game into our database. 

Barcode scanner can be installed in 

mobiles. Users would be led to a site for 

them to download the scanner if they do 

not already have one. 
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Users can search for a game by uploading 

the game cover. The image size should not 

exceed 2 MB. 

Once the image is uploaded, users have to 

click on the image to confirm. 

This game cover image is sent to a third-party server (IQ 

Engine). The server would then return Epic Apps a search 

string that would be inserted into our text-base search. 

 

Search results are 

displayed after the 

users confirmed the 

image. 
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Search 

results 

Users can click on this 

link if the game searched 

is not listed on the search 

results. 

See page 48 

Users will be led to a 

Game Descriptions 

page when they click 

on the search result. 

See page 42 

Search Results Page 
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Game Descriptions Page – Facebook’s Like Button 

Users’ Facebook Profile would 

immediately reflect that they like 

this game in Epic Apps when 

they clicked on the Facebook’s 

Like button. They can also give a 

comment accompany with their 

Likes. 

Users’ friends would also see this in their 

Facebook’s newsfeed. They can: 

 Click on it and they will be brought to 

this Game Descriptions Page. 

 Like/Comment/Share this with their 

friends. 

 

See Page 43 

See Page 46 

See Page 44 & 45 

See Page 47 
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Users can either select 

a date from this 

calendar or enter the 

date into the text field. 

The next time users visit any of the game descriptions 

page, they are able to view the “Kids Suitability 

Check” table. We would compare the added child’s 

age with the game’s ESRB rating to gauge whether 

the added child is suitable for the game or not. 

Eg: ESRB rating – M: Mature the added child is 

suitable for the game if he/she is above 18 years old. 

Game Descriptions Page – Edit Child Information 
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Game Descriptions Page – Rate Game 

This is the last time 

you rate this game. 

Epic Apps calculates 

your Addictive level 

(GA-dex) to a game 

FOR YOU! 

Users have to just answer 

the 7 questions to know 

their GA-dex to a game. 

Epic Apps uses a Game 

Addictive Scale to rate 

users’ GA-dex. By doing 

so, Epic Apps can 

provide a more accurate 

overall rating for the 

game Addictiveness. 

 

Users can rate the Fun 

and Horror levels of 

the game here. 
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Game Descriptions Page – Rate Game (Continue) 

GA-dex: 

Epic Apps would calculate 

the total score based on the 

user’s response to each 

question.  

It consists of 5 Grades: 

 A - >35  

Highly Addictive  

 B -  29 - 34 

Moderately 

Addictive 

 C -  23 - 28 Mildly 

Addictive 

 D -  17 - 22 

 May get 

Addictive 

 E -  < 16  

Not Addictive at 

all 

This counter gives the total 

number of unique raters who 

submitted their ratings.  

This means that if a user rates 

the game several times, the 

counter would only increase 

by 1 the first time the user 

gives the ratings.  

However, the latest ratings 

given by the user would be 

displayed and the average 

ratings would also only take 

into account of the new 

ratings and ignore the 

previous ratings submitted 

by the user. 
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Game Descriptions Page – SWOT Reviews 

Epic Apps developed its own 

Comments/Reviews Space to facilitate 

categorizing of comments into SWOT. 

Users can help us categorize the game 

reviews by choosing the types of 

comment their reviews will fall under 

before submitting it to Epic Apps. 

 

By clicking on these 

categories’ links, users 

could see other users’ 

comments that fall 

under the different 

categories.  

No more messy game 

reviews and users can 

see what they want to 

read about almost 

instantly. 

Other users can express 

whether they Like or 

Dislike the reviews 

submitted. 

 

When users’ comments are submitted 

in Epic Apps, their comments are 

reflected in their Facebook’s Profile 

as well as Epictus Twitter accompany 

with the link (bit.ly) to the Game 

Descriptions Page on Epic Apps. 
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Game Descriptions Page – Synopsis, Youtube Gameplay Video and External Reviews 

Users would be led to gamespot.com when they 

click on this logo. We chose to link externally to 

gamespot.com is because they have gamers’ 

reviews which parents might want to read about 

to gauge the Fun level. 

We would not want to link externally to 

whattheyplay.com because they are viewed as 

our competitor and we do not want to drive 

traffic to our competitor’s site. 

 

To reduce the need of 

scrolling when users 

use Epic Apps through 

their mobiles, the 

Synopsis and Youtube 

Gameplay video of the 

game are hidden by 

default. They can 

choose to expand or 

hide them as they read 

through the page. 
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Search Result Page 

If game searched is 

not listed in the 

search result, users 

can click on this 

link to proceed to 

“Add Game”. 

Search Not Listed – Add Game 

When users click on “Add this game”, they are 

brought to this page where they can proceed to 

add a new game. 

The system would check for duplicate game’s 

names before adding it to the database.  
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Appendix C: Demand for mobile applications 

Fastest-Growing Content Categories via Application Access 

3 Month Avg. Ending Apr. 2010 vs. 3 Month Avg. Ending Apr. 2009 

Total U.S. Age 13+ 

Source: comScore MobiLens 

 Total Audience (000)   

Application Access Category Apr-2009 Apr-2010 % Change 

Total Audience: 13+ yrs old 232,000 234,000 1 

Used application (except native games) 54,414 69,639 28 

Social Networking 4,270 14,518 240 

News 4,148 9,292 124 

Sports Information 3,598 7,672 113 

Bank Accounts 2,340 4,974 113 

Weather 8,557 18,063 111 

Movie Information 3,296 6,359 93 

Maps 8,708 16,773 93 

Online Retail 1,416 2,701 91 

Photo or Video Sharing Service 3,131 5,950 90 

Search 5,434 10,315 90 

 
http://www.comscore.com/Press_Events/Press_Releases/2010/6/Social_Networking_Ranks_as_Fastest-Growing_Mobile_Content_Category 

Fastest-Growing Content Categories via Browser Access 

3 Month Avg. Ending Apr. 2010 vs. 3 Month Avg. Ending Apr. 2009 

Total U.S. Age 13+ 

Source: comScore MobiLens 

 Total Audience (000)   

Browser Access Category Apr-2009 Apr-2010 % Change 

Total Audience: 13+ yrs old 232,000 234,000 1 

Used browser 55,503 72,872 31 

Social Networking 15,708 29,835 90 

Bank Accounts 7,801 13,154 69 

General Reference 7,246 12,084 67 

Sports Information 14,033 21,549 54 

Search 23,266 34,912 50 

Stock Trading 3,214 4,817 50 

Online Retail 4,968 7,326 47 

News 17,957 26,003 45 

Movie Information 10,295 14,895 45 

Classifieds 7,039 10,181 45 
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Appendix D: 2009 survey on InfoComm usage 

 

Fig 1: Internet Users by Age Group, 2009 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Portable Equipment Used by Age Group, 2009 
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Appendix E: Survey questions for our primary data 

 

Dear parent,  

We are a group of students from the National University of Singapore. 

We are designing a mobile-phone application that helps parents and their children (typically below 18 

years old) to make a sound decision before buying a video game at the point of sales. 

To help us design our mobile application, we would greatly appreciate 5 minutes of your time to do a 

survey to better help us understand your needs as a parent. 

Thanks! 

==Survey== 

Your gender: Male / Female 

 

Your age: 

 

What do you use your smart-phone for? (You may circle more than one) 

 Voice-calls 

 Short messages (SMS) 

 Mobile games (Bejeweled, Angry birds, etc) 

 Internet surfing (This includes checking emails, watching videos online, etc) 

 Photo-taking 

 Video-taking 

 Calendar 

 Shopping list 

 

Child’s age: 

 

 

Your information will be STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
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Appendix F: Developer’s costs across 4 major app-stores. 

Source: Dr Huang Ke Wei, Information Systems department, NUS. 
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Appendix G: Facebook marketing costs 
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Appendix H: Epictus’ resumes 
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